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A PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 
TO OBTAIN 
DROPLET AND FLOW PATTERN DATA 
IN
TWO-PHASE FLOW FOR USE IN MODELING 
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The general topic of two-phase flow is very broad, 
covering gas-solid, gas-liquid, liquid-liquid and liquid- 
solid flows. The equations describing two-phase flow are 
both more numerous than for describing single-phase flow and 
more complex due to the interaction between phases. Since 
the general nature of two-phase flow is involved and complex, 
it is difficult to describe adequately in any universal sense, 
Normally the flow conditions are classified according to 
flow regimes and then the behavior for each particular flow 
regime is analyzed.
This study will be concerned with two-phase, two-com­
ponent flow. More specifically, it will concentrate on gas- 
liquid flow using an air-water system at approximately
atmospheric conditions. As a result, the assumption of two- 
component flow as well as no phase change is appropriate.
There are still many possible flow patterns that have 
been identified in two-phase, gas-liquid systems. However, 
due to gravitational effects on flows with large density 
differences the flow regimes can be further classified as 
either vertical or horizontal flow. This study will be re­
stricted to vertical flow only.
Figure 1 shows several possible flow regimes for ver­
tical two-phase flow in the order of decreasing liquid flow, 
or increasing gas flow, going from left to right. It should 
be noted that on each end of the two-phase spectrum there is 
an extreme case where one phase is dispersed within the other. 
Between these extremes exists a number of possible flow pat­
terns, depending on the flow conditions. The dividing line 
between the adjacent flow regimes cannot be well defined, 
however, since the transition from one to another occurs 
gradually and the identification of each regime is usually 
made by visual inspection.
Again, this study will be restricted primarily to dis- 
persed-annular flow. This is the type of flow in which a 
liquid layer film forms a continuous interface on the wall 
of the flow tube for the stream of gas which flows in the cen­
ter of the channel. The gas core region may contain any num­















Figure 1. D ifferent Flow Regimes Observed for Vertical Two-Phase Flows in the Order of 
Decreasing Liquid Flow (Left to Right).
the flow conditions. In addition, the gas-liquid interface 
is not smooth, but "wavy". The gas-liquid interface is fur­
ther complicated by an exchange of the liquid's mass between 
waves bn the wall and entrainraent of droplets in the gas core. 
The interchange process at the gas-liquid interface can be 
attributed to the shearing forces on the tips of the waves.
In order to assess the place of this present study with 
respect to existing literature, a brief review will be made 
concerning analytical models and measurement techniques for 
droplets and liquid film thickness using photographic tech­
niques in two-phase flow. Finally, the goals of this study 
will be stated with respect to the current direction as in­
dicated by two phase flow literature.
Literature Review of Analytical Models
The earliest and simplest models for describing two- 
phase flow are referred to as "mixture" models or "homoge­
neous" models. The phases in these models are assumed to be 
thoroughly mixed and by using "effective" or "average" val­
ues of the properties of the component phases, especially 
density, the overall flow is treated as a single homogeneous 
fluid. In addition, some mixture models, such as the work of 
Tangren et al.} assume the phases to be in thermal equilibrium 
at all times. This model has become a standard for mixture 
models because of its prediction of sonic and essentially
critical or choking velocity for two-phase air-water mix-
2tares.* Calculations by Smith , however, indicated that in­
sufficient time to achieve thermal equilibrium actually 
exists, especially when there is mass transfer required. Im­
provements were made on the homogeneous thermal equilibrium 
models by Fauske,^ who used a slip ratio defined as the ratio 
of gas to liquid velocities, to modify the density variation 
assumptions as they appeared in the homogeneous thermal equi­
librium model. Fauske's value for slip ratio was inversely 
proportional to the square root of the ratio of the gas and 
liquid densities. Other investigators have also modified the 
mixture models to account for changes in the flow behavior,
4especially near critical flow conditions. Moody and Cruver 
and Moulton^ account for such changes by using a slip ratio 
that is inversely proportional to the cube root of the ratio 
between gas and liquid densities.
These later references mark a transition from the pure 
mixture models to "mixture with separated phase" models.
These models use a mixture density, but the phases are con­
sidered separately for a balance of the mass, momentum and 
energy transport rates in order to maintain thermal equilib­
rium through the flow. Henryk and Henry and Fauske^ further
*Most of the analytical work with mixture models has 
been done in conjunction with critical flow and sonic velocity 
in two-phase flow. As a result, the comparison and discussion 
of the mixture models will be presented primarily in terms of 
these parameters.
developed these models by considering the phases separately
but using a critical slip ratio with a maximum value of one.
8It should be noted that the experimental results of Vogrin,
9 10Klingbiel and Fauske could not confirm the higher slip
ratio defined in terms of the ratio of the gas and liquid
densities, that was derived by early investigators^^.
Results of these various mixture models have generally
been good in the very low quality region but very poor and
misleading when used to describe flow conditions at higher
qualities, or when the phases are not distributed in accor-
12dance with mixture model assumptions. Smith, et al., have 
shown that large discrepancies exist between experimental 
sonic velocity data and values of sonic velocity using the 
mixture model.
To summarize, the characteristics of the homogeneous 
or mixture model will be listed. First, the model does not 
represent the actual physical flow conditions very well.
Next, the results from such models for parameters such as 
pressure drop, critical flow through nozzles, sonic velocity, 
etc., have been found to be in considerable error, especially 
over a wide range of quality values. In addition, the mix­
ture models, except for those models that employ a separated- 
phase model to assist in obtaining the value of the effective 
density, do not offer an opportunity for further development 
or improvement. More importantly, the mixture models do not
have any mechanism to account for two-phase flow parameters 
such as entrainment, interfacial waves, interfacial shear 
stress, velocity distribution, etc. The advantage of the 
mixture models is mainly their simplicity and the reasonable 
results obtained when compared to experimental results at low 
qualities. A more detailed discussion of the various mixtures 
as well as a comparison of their results can be found in the
work by Smith, et al^^ ,.
The separated flow models take into account that the
two phases may have different properties and velocities. Al­
though separated flow models have been developed with various 
degrees of sophistication and complexity, the universal appli­
cation of the model is often difficult since local averaged 
properties and velocities are functions of both the flow con­
ditions as well as the distribution of each phase over the 
cross-sectional area. In the simplest separated flow models 
only one variable,such as velocity, is allowed to differ for 
the two phase. Often, more advanced models introduce correla­
tions and experimental data to simplify the equations or re­
duce the number of unknowns. In order to avoid excessive use 
of correlations, however, it is necessary to write separate 
equations for the continuity, momentum and energy balance of
each phase. This increase in sophistication and precision
14results in a corresponding increase in complexity. In general, 
the assumption of a continuous gas phase, as in the case of
dispersed-annular flow shown in Figure 1, is well suited to 
separated flow analysis. Thus, the separated models are most 
descriptive, from a physical point of view, for flow condi­
tions having high quality.
Hewitt and Hall-Taylor^^ presented separate equations 
for each phase but assumed velocity, mass flux and shear
stress on the wall to be constant. The flow equations for 
this model are based on just two flow areas; one describes 
all gas flow, and one all liquid flow. In addition, the 
density value used in the separated energy equation was ob­
tained from the mixture model concept; thus the model was not 
a separated model in the strictest sense. An improvement in 
the Hewitt and Hall-Taylor model was made by assuming three 
flow regions; one each to describe the liquid film on the 
wall, the gas core and the liquid entrainment.
Smith also used separated flow equations but in­
cluded effects of the interface between the gas and liquid 
phases. This was done by considering the gas and liquid to 
be in annular flow and describable by separated single-phase 
equations. Empirical relationships for the momentum and 
energy transport rates were used to relate the interfacial 
effects of one phase on the other. Specifically, this model 
allowed for momentum effects of the liquid on the air by 
considering drag on spherical droplets with wakes. The model 
also allowed for energy transport between phases at both the
the liquid film and droplet interface. Finally, a correction 
factor was introduced to modify the flow area for each phase 
in order to compensate for the assumptions of smooth inter­
face area and uniform droplet distribution.
Wallis who was later joined by Sullivan,also
developed a separated model for describing two-phase flow.
This model considered a simple force balance on the gas core 
region making use of an interfacial shear stress that can be 
empirically determined in terms of a superficial gas friction 
factor, which was based on gas flowing alone in the flow tube. 
Wallis suggested an improvement in this model which takes in­
to account the droplet entrainment in the gas core region by 
modifying certain two-phase flow parameters by the ratio of 
the gas mass flow rate to the total mass flow rate in the 
core region.
In general, there are two major advantages of the 
separated models used in describing two-phase flow. First, 
results at the high quality flow conditions are very good. 
Second, the separated model has a great potential for further 
development despite its complicated nature. This potential 
can be realized only when additional experimental data, speci­
fically relating to the flow pattern and liquid-gas distribu­
tion, can be obtained.
The goal of the separated flow models is to address 
the interfacial parameters. This can only be done when the
10
flow pattern has been thoroughly established for a whole
range of two-phase flow conditions. The characteristics of
both the liquid entrainment (droplets) and the liquid film,
including waves, are the needed flow pattern data for model
building. Additional discussion of these and other separated
21two-phase flow models can be found in the work of Martindale 
22and Sullivan.
Literature Review of Measurement Techniques Using Photography 
As mentioned in the literature review of the analytical 
models describing two-phase flow, considerable interest exists 
for making accurate and complete measurements of droplet data 
and liquid film thickness. To date, many methods for deter­
mining droplet size, number and distribution have been em­
ployed. One method, called the "Impingement Coating Tech­
nique", consists of coating a plate with soft magnesium oxide 
to be held in droplet flow and allowing holes to be made in
the magnesium oxide film by the impinging droplets. Ryley
23 24and Fallon and Farmer, et al., have used this technique
to record the number and size of droplets. Another tech­
nique, which has met with only moderate success, is referred 
to as the "Electrical Contacts Method" where droplets are 
allowed to strike an electrically-charged wire. The decrease 
in charge can be related to droplet size so the number of 
droplets as well as the droplet size can be determined.
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Erroneous signals from other flow in the tube as well as in­
accuracies in the droplet count have been reported by MacVean 
25and Wallis while using this technique.
Growing emphasis has been placed on photographic tech­
niques as a means of analyzing two-phase flow. Normally 
flash photographs are taken through transparent walls which 
allow a study to be made of droplet size. In annular flow, 
however, the liquid film on the wall prevents a good view of
the droplets in the core region through the wall of the tube.
26 27Cooper, et al., and Arnold and Hewitt have taken photo­
graphs of the gas core and droplet entrainment by removing 
the liquid film on the wall. The removal of this liquid film, 
however, will interfere with the exchange of liquid between
the film on the wall and the entrainment in the gas core.
28 29Cousins and Hewitt, Hewitt and Hall-Taylor, and Cumo,
et al.^^ have all presented photographic data after first
removing the liquid film from the wall. In addition, Hewitt
and Hall-Taylor also show examples of axial photograph^^ but
32no usable data has been reported until the work of Gass ,
which is an immediate predecessor of this current work.
As a result of information reported in literature,
droplet data to date, could be described as preliminary and
insufficient. This is confirmed by investigators such as 
3 3Crowe, et al., who must assume values for typical droplet 
size for use in their model at the present time.
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In addition to entrainment data, liquid film thickness
is a needed flow parameter in two^phase flow. To date, most
data has been taken using probes of one type or another. A
review of most of the probe techniques used in two-phase flow
can be found in the work of Bergles?^ The EPRI report on
3 5Experiment Methods in Two-Phase Flow Studies discusses in 
detail the conductance probe technique. This technique con­
sists of measuring the conductance between two electrodes 
which pass through a non-conducting wall of the channel and 
are positioned flush with the inner surface of the flow tube. 
In general, the accuracy of many film measuring techniques 
are still in question. As well, reliable values of film 
thickness are still needed for flow conditions at low quali­
ties.
Goals for this Study 
In view of the current needs and interests indicated 
in two-phase flow literature, this study will first address 
itself to establishing a technique for obtaining comprehen­
sive and complete droplet data using axial photography. The 
data will include parameters relating to size, number, shape 
and distribution of the droplets over a wide range of flow 
rates and qualities. An important aspect of this data is 
felt to lie in the method of photographic analysis as well as 
the technique for data presentation. Thus, in addition to 
average values of droplet data, curves which relate the
13
probability of finding droplets having parameters within a 
given range will also be presented.
Besides droplet data, liquid film thickness and flow 
pattern parameters such as the blockage due to waves and 
droplets in the gas core region will also be evaluated using 
the axial photographic technique. The measurement of these 
parameters, along with comprehensive droplet data, will lead 
to velocity profiles as well as geometric and mass blockage 
factors which can be evaluated and presented as functions of 
the flow conditions and the liquid-gas distribution in the 
flow tube.
This study addressed itself to establishing the flow 
pattern for two-phase flow. It is recognized that interfacial 
data is needed and very valuable. While this work does not 
deal directly with the interface processes, it does provide 
a well established description of the flow pattern which is 
considered a prerequisite for obtaining usable interfacial 
process parameters.
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
The experimental system, shown in Figure 2, consisted 
of a vertical 1.25 8 inch ID Plexiglas tube with upward flow. 
The air was supplied by two compressors, 10 hp and 25 hp, 
connected in parallel. At low flow rates, continuous runs 
as long as four hours in duration could be made. At the 
higher flow rates occasional shut down was required, mainly 
to keep the air temperatures below an 85°F to 90°F range.
The air stream was monitored by a one inch ID sharp-edge 
orifice which was made to ASME standards with a diameter 
ratio, 6, of 0.75.
Two-phase flow was generated by injecting water into 
the air stream through two equally spaced, .25 inch OD cop­
per tubes. These water injection tubes were located 3 8 
inches below the test section and the air stream began its 
vertical path 5 7 inches from the test section.
The water injected into the flow loop was supplied 
by the water from a reservoir and was pumped with sufficient 
pressure to allow it to enter the air stream. The water re­
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passed through the reservoir in an attempt to keep the tem­
perature of the air and water approximately the same in 
order to minimize the heat transfer effects between the two 
phases. However, when the temperature difference between 
the water and air exceeded approximately 10°F, the compres­
sors supplying the air were shut down and allowed to cool.
The lens of the camera was located 66 inches directly 
above the point where the air began its upward flow. Care 
was taken to align the tube and camera such that axial pho­
tographs could be taken. The flow tube was rendered opaque 
by taping from the top of the tube just below the camera 
lens for a distance of 18 inches down the tube, leaving 
only a 0.3 inch slit at the focus distance, which was 8.7 
inches for the particular lens that was used in this study.
A clear, acrylic plate was mounted on top of the flow 
tube in order to protect the lens of the camera from the air 
and water mixture in the tube.
In order to exhaust the two-phase mixture at the top 
of the flow tube, four plastic tubes, 3/4 inch ID located 
2 inches down from the lens and equally spaced around the 
perimeter were installed. Thus, the two phase-flow was ex­
hausted to atmospheric pressure. In addition, just below 
the acrylic plate but higher than the four exhaust tubes, a 
higher pressure air purge system was used in order to keep 
any water which did not go out the exhaust tubes from col­
lecting on the plate. It was found that purge flow rates of
17
2.5 to 3.5 Ibm/min, depending on the two-phase flow condi­
tions, were sufficient to keep the axial view of the camera 
clear.
The photographic system used for this work was simi­
lar to the system developed in earlier work done at Wichita 
State University by Gass?^ Slides showing axial two-phase 
flow were taken using a 35 mm, Nikon F camera with a Nikkor- 
H 50 mm, 1:2 lens and an f-11 aperture setting, and having 
a shutter speed of approximately 1/60 second. The focial 
plane was lit through a 0.3 inch slit by a Honeywell Strobo- 
nar 710 photographic strobe with a flash duration of approx­
imately 0.0002 seconds. A parabolic reflector was mounted 
directly opposite the strobe light to achieve more uniform 
lighting. Kodachrome 64 film was used for the color slides.
Although the main thrust of this work was to use 
photographic techniques to study two-phase flow, data in 
the form of pressure drop and velocity readings were made 
to check the velocity values reported in the analysis sec­
tion of this thesis. A Vishay/Ellis-20 digital strain in­
dicator and a pressure transducer were used to obtain pres­
sure measurements which allowed 896 counts for a pressure 
difference of only one psia. Static pressure readings were 
taken using holes tapped in the wall of the flow tube and 
velocity measurements were made at the focus plane using a 
pitot static tube. Extra care was prerequisite in order to 
prevent the entrance of moisture into the strain indicator.
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To avoid this, a "trap" system was developed to collect the 
water that was present in the pressure reading tubes and 
still allow pressure readings to be obtained.
Considerable trouble was experienced in taking veloc­
ity readings for flow conditions with qualities less than 
75%. Even at qualities of 90%, droplets and moisture in 
the pitot static tube required frequent shut downs of the 
flow loop.
The quality of the two-phase mixture, defined by 
the mass flow of gas divided by the total mass flow of the 
mixture, was determined for each run by calculating the gas 
flow rate from the pressure drop across the sharp-edged ori­
fice, and then collecting and weighing the water out the ex­
haust tubes over a given period of time. Approximately ten 
minutes were allowed after each change in the water or gas 
flow rates to insure steady conditions in the flow tube.
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND RESULTS
Range of Flow Conditions
Using the flow loop, shown in Figure 2, photographs
3 7were taken of axial two-phase flow. Wallis has pointed 
out that some distinction should be made between droplet 
data taken using photographic techniques and other sampling 
methods, such as p r o b e s . P h o t o g r a p h s  show the number of 
droplets that are instantaneously contained in a control 
volume, whereas probe sampling would give the number of 
droplets which pass a given point during a specified time. 
For this study a lighted slit of 0.3 inch was defined as 
the control volume. In general, as gas velocities and drop­
let velocities increase, the size of the control volume 
should also be increased.
Figure 3 shows the range of flows for this study.
4 0Earlier work has shown that a marked transition in the 
flow pattern occurs around 15% quality, and that flow below 
this quality can no longer be treated as separated flow.
As a result, a range of qualities from 15 to 90% was se­
lected for this study. The lowest gas flow rate was se­
lected as approximately the minimum rate which could sustain
19
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O  Flow Conditions, Current Study 
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2.50--
315 330 345 360 375 390
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2902151.50-- 230 245 260 275
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Quality
Figure 3. Range of Flow Conditions Covered in This Study.
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upward flow of the liquid film on the walls of the flow
tube. Higher gas flow rates were set as increments of this
flow rate and still within the capabilities of the flow
loop. Figure 3 also shows the limited range of gas flow
41rates and qualities studied by Gass in previous work. 
Although a number of system modifications were made to in­
crease the range of flow conditions, perhaps the most sig­
nificant was an increase in the volume of air in the purge 
system, which kept the droplets swept off the acrylic plate 
in front of the lens at the increased gas flow rates and 
at the lower qualities.
Table 1 gives the gas flow rate and quality for each 
flow condition. (Note: The first number in the flow condi­
tion run number corresponds to the gas flow rate level, 
i.e., 1 corresponds to 1.14 Ibm/min, 2 corresponds to 1.55 
Ibm/min, etc., and the last two numbers correspond to the 
desired quality value.)
Fifteen to eighteen slides were taken for each flow 
condition, but due to water blockage, focus and interference 
of the droplets and waves upstream and downstream of the 
focial plane, not all slides produced usable data. Table 1, 
column 4, shows the number of usable slides for each flow 
condition. Data was also taken at flow condition 115 and 
215; however, it should be noted that at these flow condi­
tions most of the pictures showed the tube to be blocked by 
water, thus confirming a transition point around 15% quality.
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Table I .  Flow Condition Numbers Correlated to 

















120 1.14 .21 8 277 35
130 1.14 .30 8 190 24
145 1.14 .45 9 101 11
160 1.14 .59 9 74 8
180* 1.14 .80 15 221 15
190 1.14 .90 14 220 16
230 1.55 .31 9 122 14
245 1.55 .46 15 150 10
260 1.55 .61 18 181 10
275 1.55 .75 13 70 5
290 1.55 .90 17 51 3
315 1.98 .16 8 283 35
330 1.98 .29 13 666 51
345 1.98 .44 15 568 38
360 1.98 . 60 11 138 13
375 1.98 .75 10 38 4
390 1.98 .87 19 18 1
415 2.71 .24 5 108 22
430 2.71 .32 13 510 39
445 2.71 .45 15 740 49
460 2.71 .60 18 503 28
475 2.71 .75 17 123 7
490 2.71 .89 17 19 1
Note: Due to water blocking the flow tube fo r most o f the pictures at
flow conditions 115 and 215, s u f f ic ie n t  data was not obtained to 
be considered as a va lid  sample of the flow and droplet d i s t r i ­
butions at these conditions.
*The tube fo r  flow conditions at 180 was found to be out of alignment: 
Its  flow values w i l l  not be plotted fo r most functions.
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It was felt that the data sample of readable slides was so 
small that these flow conditions could not be included in 
this study. In addition, for flow condition 180 the tube 
was found to be out of alignment and flow values correspond­
ing to this condition will not be plotted for most of the 
calculated flow parameters.
Data Taking Procedure
Once a series of slides had been taken at a given 
flow condition, the slides were projected and traced at ap­
proximately 4 to 5 times the actual flow tube size. Figure 
4 shows a series of these slides and allows one to see the 
difference in the thickness of the liquid film on the wall 
as well as the distribution and number of droplets for each 
of the four gas flow rates over a range of qualities.
Slides A, B and C of Figure 4 correspond to flow 
conditions 130, 160 and 190 respectively. Comparison can 
be made with photographs at these same qualities for flow 
rate 2 (slides D, E and F), flow rate 3 (G, H and I) and 
flow rate 4 (J, K and L). Slide M, taken at flow condition 
115, shows how the flow tube looks at the transition point 
for separated flow. Slide N shows an example of a photo­
graph that was considered unreadable due to the action of 
the waves and droplets in the flow tube. Slide 0 was taken 
at the same flow condition as Slide A and indicates the dif­
ference that could exist between two samples from the same 
flow condition.
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(Note: The flow condition and slide number fo r photographs A
through P are as follows: A-130/15, B-160/14, C-190/7, D-230/18,
E-260/19, F-290/3, G-330/25, H-360/12, 1-390/26, J-430/33, K-460/ 
19, L-490/8, M-115/29, N-120/21, 0-130/16, P-blank.)
Figure 4. Axial Photographs Showing Difference in the Thickness 
of the Liquid Film and the D is tr ibu tion  and Number of 
Droplets.
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Slide P of Figure 4 shows walls of the flow tube with 
no air or water flow. By projecting this slide on a sheet 
of paper, the center and radius of the tube can be geome­
trically determined. Keeping the position of the slide pro­
jector constant, each slide for a given flow condition was 
then traced, taking care that only the waves and the drop­
lets that were in the lighted control volume region were 
traced. Figure 5 shows an example of a typical tracing.
Once the details of the slide had been traced, the edge of 
the blank tube tracing was matched as close as possible to 
the edge of the flow tube with two-phase flow present.
Then by using the radius of the blank tube, both the center 
point and the wall of the tube were drawn into the tracing. 
As seen from Figure 4, Slide P, the blank tube projects as 
a ring, corresponding to the top and the bottom of the con­
trol volume, with the midpoint of this ring being defined 
as the diameter of the flow tube for the calculation of 
liquid film thickness as well as other parameters.
In determining whether a wave or droplet should be 
included in the control volume or not, the focus, color, 
and brightness of each wave and droplet were considered.
Even small droplets were included in the tracing as long 
as some area could be enclosed by tracing around the peri­
meter of the droplet.
The droplets were all assumed to be elliptical. A 
major axis, defined as the longest straight line that could
26
Wall o f Flow Tube
Wave
O
(Note: Tracing corresponds to  Flow Condition 475, Slide No. 10.)
Figure 5. Typical Tracing Showing the Wall of the Flow Tube, 
Waves, and Droplets.
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be drawn across the droplet, was constructed. A minor axis, 
defined as the length of the perpendicular bisector of the 
major axis, was then determined. Finally the radial posi­
tion of each droplet was measured from the center of the 
flow tube to the center of each droplet. Table II shows a 
typical data sheet which was completed for each slide. It 
should be noted that the slide tracing and droplet sizing 
steps were time consuming and tedious jobs. In some flow 
conditions this process took up to 15 hours per slide, par­
ticularly when the number of droplets was large. This was 
compensated for somewhat by the relative ease in which 
slides at the higher qualities could be traced and sized.
The area of the gas core for each slide was measured 
using a planimeter to trace around the inside of the water 
film thickness. This gas core area was then converted into 
an equivalent radius by the expression
where Ag^ is the area of the gas core as measured by the 
planimeter and rg is the equivalent gas core radius. The 
average thickness of the liquid film on the wall of the 
tube was determined by
^ave ~ ^ “ ^g
where is the average liquid film thickness on the flow
tube wall and R is the radius of the flow tube.
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Table I I .  Typical Droplet Data Sheet
Droplet Number Major Axis Minor Axis Radial Position
1 .10 .07 1.32
2 .27 .09 .65
3 .17 .09 .52
4 .08 .05 1.28
5 .23 .15 2.31
5 .19 .13 2.16
7 .11 .08 . 66
8 .12 .08 .60
9 .20 .05 1.50
10 .09 .06 1.74
11 .08 .05 1.76
Note: A ll dimensions are in inches and re fer to distances measured
on the tracing. This data refers to Flow Condition 475, 
Slide No. 10.
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Once Tg was calculated, it was also drawn on the 
tracing as shown in Figure 6. This gas core radius shows 
that there was blockage in the gas core due to both the 
droplets and to the wave tips on the liquid film which ex­
tended inside the gas core radius. The area of waves caus­
ing blockage was then determined by measuring the gas core 
area again, only this time the equivalent gas core radius 
or the tip of the wave, whichever was nearest to the center 
of the tube, was traced by the planimeter. The difference 
between this area core measurement and was the area of
the waves causing blockage in the core area.
This entire process was programmed on a computer so 
the data from a large number of slides and flow conditions 
could be analyzed. In addition, the computer program cal­
culated the droplet area based on the assumption that each 
droplet was an ellipse. Using the radius of the blank tube 
from the tracing and comparing to the actual radius of the 
tube, a scaling factor was calculated so all the parameters 
could be scaled down from the enlarged tracings to their 
actual size and areas corresponding'to a 1.258 inch dia­
meter tube. Appendix A shows a sample output of the com­
puter program for a single slide at one flow condition.
Due to the large quantity of data, only curves summarizing 
the data will be included in this work, but a complete pro­
file of the droplet data is available
30
Wave Blockage in the Gas Core





(Note: Tracing corresponds to Flow Condition 475, Slide No. 10.) 
Figure 6. Typical Tracing Showing
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Distribution Function Curves for Liquid Droplets Description
As seen from Figure 4, axial photography has the po­
tential to supply the needed droplet data for two-phase flow 
analysis. However, a technique must be devised that will 
supply quantitative data in a concise but complete format 
from these photographs. Thus, the droplet data for the vari­
ous flow rates and qualities can be summarized using three 
types of distribution function curves. The first, referred 
to hereafter as Function Value, is the fraction of droplets 
at a given flow condition that fell within a specified incre­
ment of the base variable. For example. Figure 8a shows the 
Function Value, or the fraction of droplets, that have their 
major axis within a given increment. In this case the range 
of major axis dimensions is allowed to vary from 0.01 inches 
to 0.1 inches in 100 increments of 0.001 each. A separate 
curve has been drawn for each quality. For example, approxi­
mately 15% of the total droplets in Flow Condition 120 (i.e., 
a flow rate of 1.14 Ibm/min and 21% quality) have a major 
axis dimension of .03. The Function Value curves also give 
the total number of droplets used to determine the three dis­
tribution function curves for each flow condition.
A second distribution curve will be referred to as 
Cumulative Function Value and is the summation of all Function 
Values for the given base variable, up to and including the 
increment under consideration. For example, from Figure 8b 
approximately 55% of the droplets in Flow Condition 120 have
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major axis dimensions less than or equal to .038 inches,
while at Flow Condition 145 only 40% of the droplets had
major axis dimensions of .040 inches or less. In addition, 
using the total number of droplets for each flow and also
the number of samples for each flow condition as given in 
Table 1, the actual number of droplets as well as the aver­
age number of droplets per sample can be determined.
The third distribution curve will be referred to as
the Average Function Value and is shown in Figure 8c. This
43averaging technique was developed by Evans in an attempt 
to smooth out the data as presented by the Function Value 
Curves. The technique consisted of (1) adding together the 
Function Values for nine consecutive increments; (2) divid­
ing the total number of droplets in the nine increment in­
terval by the total number of droplets for the whole range; 
and (3) plotting this fraction as the Average Function Value- 
at the midpoint of the center increment. To get the Average 
Function Value for the next increment, the first increment 
and its fraction of droplets were subtracted while the tenth 
increment and its fraction of droplets were included in the 
count. Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram for this averag­
ing scheme. From Figure 8c one sees the range of major 
axis dimensions between .02 and .03 inch to have the great­
est probability of occurring at flow rate 1.
Table III relates the "a", "b" and "c" coding on Fig­
ures 8 through 4 3 to the three distribution curve functions.
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INCREMENTS 
1 2 3. 4 5 5 7 8 9 10
i t
increments Summed fo r  F irs t  Function Value 
9 Increments Summed fo r Second Function Value
Increment Midpoint fo r '  
Plot o f F irs t  Average 
Function Value
^  Line Representing the Range of the Base 
Variable fo r  the D is tr ibu tion  Function 
Curves.
Increment Midpoint fo r  
Plot o f Second Average 
Function Value
Figure 7. Diagram Showing the Technique fo r  Calculating 
the Average Function Value Curves.
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Table III. "a"Coding For The 
the  Figure Numbers 
D is tr ibu t ion  Curve
"b" and "c" in  
With the Three 
Functions.




....  • -
Function Value Curves 
Cumulative Function Value Curves 
Average Function Value Curves
Table IV. Coding f o r  the Various Base Variables 
fo r  Each of. the Flow Rate Values.
Gas Flow Rate Values
100 200 300 400
Base Variables Figure Numbers
1. Major Axis Dimension 8 17 26 35
2. Equivalent Diameter Dimension 9 18 27 36
3. Axis Ratio - A l l  Droplets 10 19 28 37
4. Axis Ratio - Small Droplets 11 20 29 38
5. Axis Ratio - Large Droplets 12 21 30 39
5. Relative Radial Position, 
Constant Radius Increment - 
A l l  Droplets
13 22 31 40
7. Relative Radial Position, 





8. Relative Radial Position 





9. Relative Radial Position, 
Constant Area Increment
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Figure 10c. The Average Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution of Flow Rate 1
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Figure 11a. The Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (small droplets)
of Flow Rate 1.
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Figure lib. The Cumulative Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (small droplets)
of Flow Rate 1.
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Figure 11c. The Average Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution of (small droplets)
of Flow Rate 1.
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Figure 12a. The Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 12b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution of (large droplets)
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Figure 12c. The Average Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)
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The Function Value o f The Relative Radial Position D is tr ibu t ion  
(constant radius increments) o f FlowRate 1.
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Figure 13c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 14a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 14b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 14c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
(constant radius increments) of Flow Rate 1.
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Figure 15a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 15b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 15c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 16b. The Cumulative Function Value of The Relative Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 20a. The Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 20b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 22a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (constant radius increments)
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Figure 22c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
(constant radius increments) of Flow Rate 2.
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Figure 23a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 23b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 23c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
(constant radius increments) of Flow Rate 2.
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Figure 24a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)








Figure 24b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 24c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 25a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 25b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 25c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 27a. The Function Value of the Equivalent Diameter Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 27c. The Average Function Value of The Equivalent Diameter Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 30a. The Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 30b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)




























Figure 30c. The Average Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 31b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Position Distribution
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Figure 31c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 32a. The Function Value o f the R elative  Radial Position D is tr ib u tio n  (small drop lets)
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Figure 32b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 32c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 33a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 33b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 33c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 34c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
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Figure 35b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Major Axis Distribution of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 35c. The Average Function Value of the Major Axis Distribution of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 37a. The Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution(large droplets)
of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 37b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)
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Figure 37c. The Average Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets)
of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 38a. The Function Value for the Axis Ratio Distribution (small droplets)
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The Average Function Value o f the Axis Ratio D is tr ibu tion  (small droplets) o f 
Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 39b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution (large droplets) of
Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 39c. The Average Function Value of the Axis Ratio Distribution ( large droplets)
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Figure 40a.
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The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (constant radius
increments) of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 41a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 41b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)
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Figure 41c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (small droplets)


























Figure 42a. The Function Value of the.Relative Radial Position Distribution(large droplets)
(constant radius increments) of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 42b. The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large
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Figure 42c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (large droplets)
(constant radius increments) of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 43a. The Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (constant area increments)
of Flow Rate 4.
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The Cumulative Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution
(constant area increments) of Flow Rate 4.
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Figure 43c. The Average Function Value of the Relative Radial Position Distribution (constant area
increments) of Flow Rate 4.
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and Table IV relates the figure numbers for the distribution 
curves to each of the base variables and for each of the flow 
rates. When looking at trends from these curves it should be 
realized that those flow conditions which have the fewest 
number of droplets in their total droplet population, such 
as the high quality flows, will tend to show large spikes and 
steep gradients when incremented along the base variable value.
An example of how Figures 8 through 4 3 can be used
to describe the droplet distribution is shown as follows. 
Figures 8c, 17c, 26c and 35c show the major axis dimension 
range of .02 to .04 inches to be the most common for drop­
lets at all flow rates and for all qualities. Table V 
shows the average major axis and average minor axis for each 
flow condition. In general, the size of the droplets de­
creased slightly when both the flow rates and the qualities 
were increased.
Figures 9c, 18c, 27c and 36c show the most common 
equivalent diameter range to be from .02 to .03 inches for 
all flow conditions. A tabulated value of the average 
equivalent diameter in Table V is seen to be approximately 
constant for all flow conditions. The equivalent diameter 
is found by equating the area of an ellipse to the area of 
a circular droplet as follows,
2
* " e q  _  Tra b
Solving for dgg.
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120 0.048 0.024 0.033 0.535 0.368 0.585
130 0.055 0.031 0.041 0.607 0.367 0.584
145 0.061 0.034 0.044 0.606 0.328 0.524
160 0.063 0.035 0.046 0.634 0.392 0.624
190 0.041 0.024 , 0.031 0.622 0.353 0.55-1
230 0.061 0.034 0.044 0.637 0.354 0.564
245 0.039 0.022 0.029 0.594 0.353 0.561
260 0.037 0.023 0.029 0.652 0.367 0.584
275 0.035 0.023 0.028 0.657 0.390 0.620
290 0.066 0.042 0.052 0.661 0.398 0.633
315 0.040 0.026 0.032 0.693 0.318 0.505
330 0.045 0.026 0.034 0.636 0.358 0.569
345 0.035 0.019 0.025 0.582 0.373 0.593
360 0.038 0.023 0.028 0.657 0.354 0.563
375 0.041 0.023 0.030 0.589 0.383 0.608
390 0.046 0.025 0.033 0.610 0.377 0.600
415 0.034 0.024 0.029 0.737 0.389 0.619
430 0.036 0.025 0.030 0.718 0.374 0.594
445 0.044 0.026 0.033 0.646 0.370 0.588
460 0.032 0.019 0.024 0.653 0.362 0.575
475 0.030 0.019 0.023 0.671 0.392 0.624
490 0.038 0.020 0.027 0.564 0.396 0.629
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deq =
where dgg is the equivalent diameter, a is the major axis 
and b is the minor axis of the droplets.
It is of interest to compare these values of equiva­
lent diameter to values used for droplet sizes in litera­
ture. Due to incomplete droplet data for most flow condi­
tions, typical values are usually assumed rather than cal-
44culated. Crowe, et.al., assume three typical droplet dia­
meters of .0291, .0394 and .0543 inches for use in their 
models. These values are in excellent agreement with the 
average equivalent diameter listed for each of the flow 
conditions in Table V. Using Figures 9b, 18b, 27b and 36b 
it can be seen that equivalent droplet diameters of .029 to 
.055 inches account for approximately 40% of all the drop­
lets while increasing the range from .020 to .055 inches 
would account for approximately 75% of all the droplets.
Figures 10c, 19c, 28c and 37c show the most common 
axis ratio to range from .6 and .85 for all flow conditions. 
In addition, a comparison of Figures 11, 20, 29 and 38 for 
small droplets (i.e., droplets having major axis less than 
0.025 inches) and Figures 12, 21, 30 and 39 for large drop­
lets show that small droplets have their most common axis 
ratio between .7 and .8 while the large droplets have a more 
even distribution of droplets across all axis ratio values, 
with the most common axis ratio usually being slightly less
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than for the corresponding distribution curve for the small 
droplets at the same flow conditions. This means that the 
small droplets tend to be more circular in shape while the 
larger droplets are more elliptical in shape.
Figures 13c, 22c, 31c and 40c show the relative 
radial position of all droplets based on constant radius 
increments. It is not surprising that the most common rela­
tive radial position usually occurs between .75 and .95 as 
with constant radius increments the droplets in a larger 
flow area are taken into account with each successive in­
crement in the relative radial position. Comparison of 
Figures 14c, 23c, 32c and 41c for droplets with major axis 
dimensions less than 0.03 inches with Figures 15c, 24c, 33c 
and 42c for larger droplets show distributions relating 
relative radial position do not vary significantly from 
each other.
Figures 16c, 25c, 34c and 43c show the relative 
radial position based on constant area increments for all 
droplets at all flow conditions. In contrast with the con­
stant radial increment distribution curves these Average 
Function Values are relatively constant for a much wider 
range of the relative radial position scale. Table V shows 
the average radial position and the average relative radial 
position to be approximately a constant for all flow condi­
tions regardless of the gas flow rate and the quality.
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Other Droplet and Flow Pattern Data Results 
In addition to the distribution functions there are a 
number of other droplet and flow pattern quantities which 
are a direct result of the two phase flow data obtained in 
this study. One such quantity was the average area due to 
wave blockage inside the gas core area as determined by rg. 
Using a computer program the average wave blockage area,
A^, for each slide was determined and the standard devia­
tion, â , of the wave blockage area was calculated for 
each flow condition as given by
•- ■
where Â j_ is the wave area for each individual slide, is 
the average wave blockage for all the slides at a given flow 
condition, and n is the total number of slides at each given 
flow condition. Since there was considerable scatter in the 
data, as indicated by values of which are in the range of 
50% of the value of A^, the curves of A^ versus quality for 
the different flow rates were not clear and distinct from 
one another. For this reason the results are tabulated in 
Table VI instead of presented graphically. In general, how­
ever, the trend was toward less wave blockage area as the 
quality increased and also as the gas flow rate increased.
In a similar manner the blockage area caused by each 
droplet was calculated by assuming each droplet to be an
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ellipse with a cross sectional area defined by
Area = ^  -
The total droplet blockage area for each slide can be deter­
mined and then an average droplet blockage area as well as 
the standard deviation of the droplet blockage area can be 
calculated for each flow condition. Again, the values of 
A(i and ad have been tabulated in Table VI due to the large 
scatter in the data and the crossing of Ad versus quality 
curves for the different flow rates. In much the same fash­
ion as the wave blockage, the general trend was observed to 
be less droplet blockage area as the quality increased and 
also as the gas flow rate increased.
A total blockage in the gas core area can be de­
scribed by a summation of the wave blockage area and the 
droplet blockage area. This combination blockage term was 
calculated and also tabulated in Table VI. Study of the 
combination blockage area shows its variation and trend to 
be well defined as a function of quality and gas flow rate 
as shown in Figure 44. The standard deviation, given in 
Table VI, was found to be much lower than the standard de­
viation for either A^ or A^. This good correlation in com­
bination blockage area suggested that there is a trade-off 
between the liquid film on the walls, especially the tips 
of the waves, and the droplets. This model was also confirm­
ed photographically by Figures 45a, 45b and 46. These axial
149
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Figure 44. Wave and Droplet Blockage Area as a Function of Quality 
fo r Each Gas Flow Rate.
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Table VI. Average Wave Blockage Area, Droplet Blockage 
Area and Combination Wave and Droplet Blockage 































M w  + V
: 120 .0636 .0342 : .0395 .0228 .1031 .0253
: 130 .0844 .0233 .0403 .0376 .1247 .0460
I 145 .0574 .0201 i .0214 .0175 .0789 .0260
! 150 .0606 .0377 : .0179 .0121 .0784 .0382
190 !
■  i 
1
.0293 .0107 .0152 .0082 .0446 .0164
230 I .0423 , .0258 : .0265 .0159 .0688 .0352
245 i .0315 .0184 .0086 .0083 .0401 .0201
i 260 .0467 .0166 .0101 .0083 .0568 .0190
: 275 .0430 : .0194 .0038 .0023 .0469 .0188
: 290 i
1
.0307 .0224 .0081 .0087 .0388 .0258
315 .0793 .0280 .0344 .0086 .1136 .0306
330 .0686 .0477 .0591 .0264 .1278 .0482
345 .0476 .0235 .0246 .0135 .0722 .0238
360 .0333 .0183 .0096 .0063 .0429 .0226
375 .0229 .0114 .0035 .0041 .0264 .0129
390 .0254 .0102 .0010 .0017 .0264 .0099
415 ! .0254 1 .0131 .0161 .0064 .0415 .0107
430 .0479 .0328 .0328 .0158 .0807 .0229
445 .0270 .0140 .0518 .0311 .0788 .0375
460 .0420 .0161 .0154 .0082 .0574 .0171
475 .0185 .0068 .0035 .0029 .0220 .0071
490 .0122 .0084 .0008 .0010 .0130 .0083
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Figure 45a. Axial Photograph Showing the Interchange Between Liquid Film on the
Wall and the Droplets in the Core Region for Flow Condition 360,
Slide No. 19.
U1to
Figure 45b. Axial Photograph Showing the Interchange Between Liquid Film on the
Wall and the Droplets in the Core Region for Flow Condition 460,
Slide No. 35.
LnOJ
Figure 46. Axial Photograph Showing the Typical Blockage Due to Droplets and
Waves in the Flow Tube (Flow Condition 445, Slide No. 4).
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photographs for Flow Conditions 360, Slide No. 19, and 460, 
Slide No. 35 respectively, show the gas "tearing" liquid 
film from the wall and producing droplets in the gas core 
area. This concept will be discussed further in Chapter IV 
under the concept of the blockage factor. Figure 46 shows 
a typical axial view of two phase flow, taken at Flow Condi­
tion 245, Slide No. 4, and shows the blockage that can exist 
from the presence of droplets and waves in the flow tube.
Another factor of considerable interest which can be 
obtained from axial photographs of two-phase flow data was 
the thickness of the liquid film on the wall. In a manner 
described earlier, the average liquid film thickness, 6ave^ 
was determined by calculating an equivalent gas core radius 
from the gas core area measured by the planimeter. The dif­
ference between this gas core equivalent radius and the flow 
tube radius is defined as Gave* The variation of Gave a 
function of quality at each of the gas flow rates has been 
shown in Figure 47. Additional examination of Figure 6 sug­
gested that another liquid film thickness could be calcu­
lated if the tips of the waves which go inside the equiva­
lent gas core radius are thought of as "droplets" next to 
the liquid film. The variation of liquid film thickness 
with quality and gas flow rates using this definition will 
be denoted by G_ and has been shown in Figure 48. Figure 49 
shows a comparison of G^^g and Gj. for the lowest and highest
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Figure 47. The Variation of Liquid Film Thickness, as a Function of
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Figure 49. A Comparison of ôave Sp a t the Lowest and Highest Gas Flow 
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gas flow rates. It should be noticed that ô^ve ap­
proach each other as the gas flow rates and the quality in­
crease .
When comparing and 6̂- with reported values of
film thickness in literature several factors should be 
noted. First, several techniques are in common use for 
liquid injection into gas for two-phase flow; for example, 
liquid through a porous medium and liquid through a slot 
or tube, as used in this study. Secondly, a number of dif­
ferent techniques for measuring film thickness are being 
used. As a result, there is some variation in the values 
of film thickness reported in the literature. The values 
of Chien and Ibele^^ for downward vertical two-phase flow 
are shown in Figure 50 and in Table VII. Even though inter­
polation was necessary to compare the results of their study 
with this present study, values of the liquid film thickness 
are in very good agreement at the high gas flow rates, es­
pecially for moderate to high quality values. Chien and 
Ibele, using a probe technique for measuring film thickness, 
show film thickness plotted as a function of flow tube
length. In contrast, the values of film thickness reported
46by Gill, Hewitt, and Lacey are considerably lower. Figure 
50 and Table VII shows these values, after interpolation to 
match the flow conditions of this study. It should be noted 
that this data was taken using a probe technique, and the 
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* Film thickness evaluated at 38 inches a fte r l iq u id  in jec tion .
**  Film thickness evaluated at 200 inches a fte r  l iq u id  in jec tion .
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of approximately 200 inches, in contrast to a test section
which was located 38 inches above water injection level for
47this study. Hughmark ‘ has collected and correlated the 
film thickness data from a number of investigators. Results 
from this study are in agreement, at least to the same order 
of magnitude, when reasonable values of wall shear and in­
terfacial shear stresses are used to convert «Ŝ ve 
into a nondimensional form. In general, both and 6j-
are thought to be in reasonable agreement with most reported 
values of liquid film thickness, especially at the higher 
values of quality.
Another factor that can be obtained from the axial 
photographs of two-phase flow is the average number of 
droplets per sample at each of the flow conditions. These 
values are given in Table I and are useful in building a 
physical picture of two-phase flow at various qualities as 
well as in modeling. At the lower gas flow rates more drop­
lets occur at the lower qualities. As the gas velocity in­
creases, however, the number of droplets at the higher qual­
ities increases as seen by comparing the number of droplets 
for qualities of 45 and 60% at all gas flow rates. For all 
gas flow rates the number of droplets decreased for all 
qualities above 75 percent.
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS AND MODELING 
Introduction
When building separated two-phase flow models it 
is generally recognized that the first step is to establish 
a model for the flow pattern. Once a flow pattern has been 
set, other quantities and factors of interest, such as in­
terface processes, can be evaluated. As a result, the 
analysis section of this study will first address the prob­
lem of finding reasonable velocity profiles to describe the 
liquid film and the gas core regions. Next, these velocity 
profiles will be used in calculating blockage factors based 
on mass flow. Blockage factors based on geometry, both 
area and volume, will also be calculated. Finally, the 
flow pattern velocity profile will be used to predict inter­
face shear stresses, showing a possible application of 
building flow patterns by using droplet and wave data ob­
tained from axial photographs of two-phase flow.
Velocity Profiles in Two-Phase Flow 
The physical description of annular, vertical two- 
phase flow consists of the liquid flowing in an annulus
162
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along the wall with the gas phase flowing inside this annu­
lus. The interface between the two phases is rough due to 
the wave action of the liquid film being moved by the gas. 
In addition, liquid from the film on the wall is torn from 
the tips of the waves which extend into the gas core, and 
droplets are entrained in the gas core region. In steady 
flow there is a balance between the formation of droplets 
and the collapse of droplets back into the liquid layer on 
the wall.
This simplified physical picture of the flow pat­
tern suggests two separate velocity profiles. The first 
velocity profile describes the velocity of the liquid film 
which varies from zero at the wall to some value of veloc­
ity at the liquid-gas interface. This interfacial velocity 
must be the same for both the liquid and the gas. The sec­
ond profile, describing the gas core, varies from this in­
terfacial velocity to a maximum velocity at the center of 
the flow tube.
Several ways have been suggested in literature for
48handling the gas core region. One way has been to assume 
a homogeneous mixture of gas and droplets. As already dis­
cussed in the introduction of this study, only limited suc­
cess, as well as a limited possibility for correcting for
additional effects, has been obtained from models using
49this technique. A second approach is to assume the gas 
core region to be comprised of only gas, ignoring, for the
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present, the droplets. Later, the droplets could be ac­
counted for by using some typical droplet distribution and 
sizes and calculating the blockage or drag due to this en- 
trainment.
Converting this physical model into mathematical form, 
the continuity equation may be written in vector form as:
■|̂  + div (pV) = 0
where p is density, t is time and V is the velocity. Ex­
panding in cylindrical coordinates
where V^, Vg and are the velocity components in r, 9 and 
z directions respectively. Now assume:
1) fully developed flow
2) steady state flow
3) one-dimensional flow.
Therefore :
(PVz) = 0 .




Now consider the momentum equation applied to the gas core 
and expressed in terms of vectors as follows
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-VP + B + V- T
where the term on the left hand side represents the time 
rate of change of momentum expressed in terms of the sub­
stantial derivative, and terms on the right hand side of the 
equation represent the forces duo to pressure, gravity (body 
forces) and viscous shear respectively. Expanding in cylin­
drical coordinates for the z component of momentum only:
2Yz





r 30 3z '
Again assuming:
1) fully developed flow
2) steady state flow
3) one-dimensional flow
4) constant properties
5) no 0 or r variation in ,
the momentum equation can be reduced as follows




P = zBg - P
and from the continuity equation 
Therefore;
for constant properties. Using similar assumptions, the r 
and 0 component of the momentum equation reduce to
3P 9P0 = ^  and 0 = ^  , respectively.d jT do
Now solving equation (2) to obtain the velocity in the z 
direction as follows:
Vz = -TF if + cilnr + =2 ' (3)
Inspection of equation (3) shows that for the gas
core region defined as
R - â ^ r ^ 0 ,
the general form of the velocity equation can be expressed 
as
Ug = a^r^ + &2 * (4)
*Note: The velocity profiles will be determined from
these general forms so the development of the future models 
can be treated in a similar manner.
1 6 7
where and & 2 are constants to be determined by the boundary
conditions, since c^lnr at r =0 would be undefined and there­
fore, must be zero.
Likewise, by inspection of equation (3) for the liquid 
film region, defined as
R ^ r ^ R - 5
and for the case when the body and the pressure forces are 
small in the thin liquid layer, and as well approximately bal­
ance each other,* the general form of the liquid velocity pro­
file becomes
Vl - aglnr + a^ (5)
Using equations (4) and (5) to describe the velocity 
profiles in the gas and liquid regions, respectively, a flow 
pattern model called In-parabolic can be determined. The four 
constants can be determined by the following boundary condi­
tions :
BC 1) r = R, Vi = 0
BC 2) r = R - 6,
BC 3) r = R - 5
BC 4) r = 0, Ug = u.
I -JT - r
■'max-a
where n̂  and Pg are the viscosity of the liquid and gas, re­
spectively, and U^^x_a is the maximum velocity.
51 52Some investigators ' have suggested that a slip
ratio, S, exists between the liquid and gas interface such
*It should be noted that the balance of these forces in the 
liquid layer is not true in general for all flow conditions.
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that BC 2 in equation (6) can be written
The slip ratio will be included in the development of the 
In-parabolie model as an example of how a slip ratio may be 
included. However, a slip ratio equal to one will be used 
for all calculations in this study.
Now, applying BC 1:




= a^ln ( « ■ (7)
°max-a = ' yielding
Therefore:
ao = U 2 max-a
= %max-a + *1= ' (8)
Applying BC 3,
U^a^tl/r) = yg(2a^r)
R — 6 R - Ô
Therefore ;
2a-
a g  =  -------- ( R  -  Ô) (9)
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where
Now applying BC 2,
lir = •
a2 In(r/R) lair + “max-a)
R-5 R—6
(10)
Placing the expression for a^ from equation (9) into equa­





If the void fraction is defined as:
where Ag^ is the area of the gas core and Aj. is the area of 
the flow tube then
. = fi - «V
*02/4 r  R/
Also define
t, = I and 5 = 1




By putting these expressions into equation (8), the gas core 
velocity can be expressed as
U = U < 1 +g max-a 2S ,—  a Inja - a for 1 - n > Ç > 0.
(12)
Returning now to equation (9) and substituting for a^/ the 
liquid velocity profile becomes
U
=
max-a Inç for 1 > g > 1 - n . (13)
Sln/cT -
Equations (12) and (13) now describe the flow pattern
for gas core and liquid film regions respectively, provided
a value of U can be determined or measured experimentally, max ^
One method for determining U is to use a mass balance onmax






P g 2 n r U g d r (14)
where mg is the gas (mass) flow rate. Now substituting the 
gas core velocity profile given in equation (12) into equa­
tion (14) yields:
r 2S
Pr a In/cT - a
dg
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*g = 2"Pg"max-a* 4 (—  a In/cT - a 
\^r
1 - n
*g  = 1 +
Pr/4
SinJÔT - yJ-/2 (15)
Solving for
m
Ümax-a TTpgR a 1 + Pr/4Sin70' - Uj-/2
(16)
Using equations (12) and (13) along with (16), a 
curve for versus y/R, where y = R-r, is shown in Fig­
ure 51. A comparison of Figures 51 and 52 show the differ­
ence in the profiles using and 6^ respectively. As
expected, it was found that these values of U/U^^x remained 
nearly constant for a given value of y/R at all values of 
the gas flow rate but were found to be a function of the 
quality as shown by the family of quality curves.
Tables VIII and IX give the values of for G^ve
and 6j-, respectively, and, by using these values of maximum 
velocity, the actual velocity can be determined for any 
value of y/R.
Figures 5 3 and 54 show U^ax from the In-parabolic 
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Figure 51. Non-dimensional Velocity Ratio vs. Non-dimensional Position
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fo r  the Ln-Parabolic Model Using 6ave*
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Table V I I I .  Maximum Velocities fo r  Various Liquid 
Velocity P ro fi le  Models Using 6.ave
Gas
Liquid Velocity 
Form -  










U j  max - d
In - In 
(parabolic) 
Umax -  e
Flow Condition 
Number A ll Velocities Given in Feet/Sec
120 75.33 71.26 71.22 81.44 55.52 1
130 83.65 83.79 83.72 90.45 67.04 1
145 82.85 83.00 82.94 89.59 67.52 i
160 71.35 65.18 65.16 77.13 49.71 1
190 66.91 56.72 56.71 72.32 41.97 i
230 101.81 96.53 94.49 100.07 75.97 1
245 98.98 91.84 91.81 107.00 71.57 i
260 99.57 92.85 92.81 107.63 72.14 i
275 89.80 76.86 76.85 97.06 56.93 :
290 89.07 75.51 75.50 96.28 55.84 i
1
315 152.08 157.93 157.74 164.46 129.84 !
330 132.47 127.00 126.94 143.22 99.50 !
345 124.57 115.30 115.26 134.67 88.99 i
360 111.44 93.71 93.70 120.45 69.04 1
375 108.28 88.21 88.20 117.03 64.42 1
390 112.71 94.76 94.77 121.82 69.94 1
!
415 176.26 167.11 167.04 190.56 132.55 !
430 169.43 153.92 153.88 183.15 117.44
445 160.59 138.38 138.36 173.58 103.25
460 158.29 136.34 136.33 171.09 101.26
475 155.40 131.21 131.20 167.97 97.22
490 151.05 122.42 122.42 163.26 89.54
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Table IX. Maximum Velocities fo r  Various Liquid - Gas 
Velocity P ro file  Models Using 6^.
Liquid Velocity 
Form -  
Gas Vel. Form










U . max - d




Number A ll Velocities Given in Feet/Sec
120 70.84 64.03 64.02 76.58 49.66
130 76.52 72.97 72.94 82.72 58.89
145 77.91 75.56 75.51 84.23 61.91
160 67.48 53.59 58.58 72.94 44.27
190 65.23 53.46 53.45 70.50 39.32
230 97.69 89.97 89.94 105.60 70.65
245 96.05 87.08 87.05 103.83 67.62
260 95.24 85.79 85.77 102.94 66.34 i
275 86.51 70.50 70.50 93.50 51.76 i
290 86.74 70.96 70.95 93.75 52.14
i
315 138.87 138.49 138.38 150.15
!
116.20 Î
330 123.82 113.30 113.26 133.85 88.55 i
345 119.11 106.28 106.26 128.75 81.57
360 108.30 87.43 87.42 117.05 64.00
375 106.21 83.78 83.73 114.79 60.97
390 110.27 89.95 89.95 119.18 66.04
415 171.91 160.24 160.18 185.84 126.96 1
430 162.12 141.48 141.46 175.24 107.14 1
445 156.83 131.38 131.37 169.51 97.46 i
460 152.59 125.52 125.51 164.92 92.42 1
475 152.93 126.43 126.42 165.29 93.30
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Figure 53. Maximum Velocity vs. Quality fo r  Various Flow Rates 
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Figure 54. Maximum Ve loc ity  vs. Quality fo r  Various Flow Rates 
Using the Ln-Parabolic Model with 5 .̂.
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rates. When comparing these values of U^ax to experimental 
values of U^ax' the values from the In-parabolic model were 
higher in every case. The parabolic gas velocity profile 
is normally associated with laminar flow. However, a check 
of the superficial gas Reynolds number (i.e., assuming the 
gas to be flowing alone in the flow tube) produced values 
that were in the turbulent range. Thus, assuming a turbu­
lent gas core velocity profile would be more reasonable.
As a result several different flow pattern models were 
tried, solving each time for a liquid velocity profile, a 
gas core velocity profile and then, using a gas mass balance, 
an expression for Uĵ x̂ determined.
The second model, referred to as the In-ln model, 
assumes a log profile in the gas core region (in keeping 
with turbulent flow forms) as well as a log profile in the 
liquid layer. Therefore the equations become:
V£ = bi + b2 ln (1 - )̂ for 0 _< y <_ 6 (17)
and
Ug = b] + b^lny for 6 _< y _< R (18)
with the boundary conditions of:
BC 1) y = 0, V% = 0
BC 2) y = 6 , V% = Ug
BC 3) y = 6 , Uj
BC 4) y = R, Ug . •
(19)
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Now, solving for through in a manner similar to the 
In-parabolic model, expressions for the velocities can be 
obtained as follows:
Ug = Umax-b < 1 +
In(y/R) 






yrH In (1 - y/R) for 6 < y < R (21)
A, = - In /cT + InnLnWr
A gas mass balance can be used to find the maximum velocity 
as follows:
R
m ^ /  Pg2ïï(R - y ) U g d y
Let w = y/R, therefore:
mg - ZnPgR Umax-b / Inw — w — wlnw dwh  J
Now integrating and solving for U,








Using equations (20) and (21) along with (22) , a 
curve for U/U^ax versus y/R has been shown in Figure 55 for 
S^ve Figure 56 for respectively. The values of 
Ujuax-b have been tabulated in Tables VIII and IX so the 
velocity profiles at each flow rate and quality can be deter­
mined. In addition, the variation of U^ax-b ^dth quality 
and flow rate has been shown in Figures 57 and 58 for G^vg 
and 6^ respectively.
Figures 59 and 6 0 show a comparison of the values of 
Umax the In-parabolic and In-ln models with experimental
data. Using a pitot tube, experimental data was obtained 
only for values of high quality due to interference of the 
liquid in the pitot tube. The experimental values of U^ax 
were all between the values of U^ax-a ’̂max-b* gen­
eral, excellent agreement was found between the values of 
Umax (experimental) and U^ax-b (usin? the In-ln model) at 
the high quality values of each flow rate.
Additional velocity profile models were also investi­
gated, the first being a linear-ln model. A linear profile 
was used to describe the liquid film layer as an approxima­
tion to a log profile for small distances. This approxima­
tion is in agreement with the laminar sublayer region de­
scription for the many turbulent models which used the well 
known "law of the wall". The general form of the assumed 
velocity profile becomes:
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Figure 55. Non-dimensional Velocity Ratio vs. Non-dimensional 
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Figure 57. Maximum Velocity vs. Quality fo r  Various Flow Rates 
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Figure 58. Maximum Velocity vs. Quality fo r  Various Flow Rates 
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Figure 59. A Comparison of Experimental Values of Umax with the 
Ln-Parabolic Model and the Ln-Ln Model Using Save-
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Figure 60. A Comparison o f Experimental Values of Umax with the 
Ln-Parabolic Model and the Ln-Ln Model Using 6̂.
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and
Ug = C3 + c^lny for 6 ^ y ^ R (24)
with boundary conditions of :
BC 1) y = 0 , = 0
EC 2) y = 5 , = Ug
BC 3) y = 5 ,
9Vp 
3y ”
BC 4) y = Rf "g = Umax-c
9Ug (25)
"9 y
Using the same technique as described for the previous ve­
locity profile models, values for c^ through c^ can be ob­
tained and the velocity profiles are written as:
V„ = for 0 < y < 6 (26)&
and
Ug = Umax_c[l + Agin(y/R)] for ô < y < R (27)
where
A, =2 1 - y^lnn
Now a mass balance of the gas flow yields an expression for
U as follows:max-c
° / I  3.  \  '•'2"- -^^2 + n (~ 1 “ A2 lun + A2 ) + ^1 + A2 lnri — ^jj
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As expected, the values of ü„ (shown in Tables VIII andmax-c
IX) from this technique were almost identical to values ob­
tained from the In-ln model. In addition, values of Ü/Umax
versus y/R were so close to the case of the In-ln model that
separate curves were not warranted.
Due to the similarity between the general shape of 
these profiles and a cosine profile, an additional model 
was proposed. This model uses a log profile to describe 
the liquid film velocity and incorporates a cosine profile
to describe the gas core region as follows:
Vjj = d^lnr + d2 for R ^ r ^ R - 6 (29)
and
Ug = d ^ c o s ^ j  [r/(R-6)]j + d^ for R - 6 > r > 0
(30)
with the boundary conditions of :
B C D  r = R, V% = 0
BC 2) r = R - 6 , V& = Ug
3V» aUqBC 3) r - R - «, ^
(31)
BC 4) r = 0, U = "max-d '
Solving for d]_ through d^ as well as U^ax-d' the In-cos ve­
locity model becomes :
ttU ,






Urr = cos f^[r/(R-6 ) ] j + A3 - l| for R - <S ^ r ^ 0
J (33)
TTln/o'A_ = 1 -3 2pj.
The expression for the maximum velocity is given by:
m
“max-d = ----:------ ^  —  04)
where
BPctR^ci
4̂ = -T —  *
Figure 61 shows versus y/R for the In-cos model for
Oave* The values of U^^^x-d tabulated in Tables VIII and
IX for and 6 ^ respectively, at the various flow condi­
tions. The values of U^ax-d Produced by this model were the 
highest for any of the models studied, and, in general, were 
not in as close agreement with the experimental values of 
Umax the other models.
Another technique for obtaining velocity profiles in 
two-phase flow was investigated by replacing BC 3, which 
equates the shear stress of the gas and liquid phases at 
the interface for each of the previous models, with



















Figure 61. Non-dimensional Velocity Ratio vs. Non-dimensional Position
for the Ln-Cosine Model Using
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where values of T c a n  be obtained from analytical models or 
from experimental data for the pressure drop, body forces 
and void fraction as expressed by Wallis^^ in the form of
(36)
Here dp/dz is the pressure gradient, Pgg is the gas body 
force and D is the flow tube diameter.
In order to demonstrate this technique, a In-ln model 
will be assumed in both the liquid and gas regions with xj_ 
values known and defined by the expression:
Ti = -yg 3r (37)r = R- 6
Therefore, the general form of the assumed velocity profiles 
become :
~ ®1 G2 ln(l - y) for 0 _< y _< 6 (38)
Ug = 6 3  + e^lny for 6 £ y _< R
with the following boundary conditions:
(39)
BC 1) y = 0, Vji = 0
BC 2) y = Ô , V;i = Ug
BC 3) y = 6 , T .1
3Ug 
= ^
BC 4) y = R, ^9 = u • max-e
(40)
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Solving for through 0 4 , the velocity profiles can be ex­
pressed as:
= ^max-e , InnIn/T + jîïïT^f - y/%) for 0 < y < 6
(41)
and
°g = "max-e + ( 4 ^ )  for 4 < y < R . (42)
Again, using a gas mass balance in the core region, the ex­
pression for U becomes:^ max-e
A 2 Tj_Rn n2 \
U —------- -̂>5— + ---------  1T ~ n + —j— + n In  n — - i^ ln  n i»  (43)
-  n p g R ^ a  y g a  \4 4 2 /max e
As an illustration of how this technique may be evaluated, 
let values of the interfacial shear stress predicted by the 
In-parabolic model be used to supply the known values as 
expressed in equation (40), BC 3. Figure 62 shows U/U^ax 
versus y/R for the In-ln, parabolic Tj_ model (hereafter re­
ferred to as In-ln (parabolic) model) for Save- The values 
of Uĵ ax-e tabulated in Tables VIII and IX for both «Save
and 6j. respectively, for the various conditions.
Figure 6 3 compares all five velocity profile models 
at the 460 Flow Condition. The In-ln and linear-ln models 
were so close together that only one line has been shown.
It is interesting to note that the In-cos model has the 
highest value. It should also be noted that the In-ln
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Figure 62. Non-dimensional Velocity Ratio vs.Non-dimensional Position 
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Figure 63. Gas Velocity Profiles For All Models at Flow Condition 460
Using
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and also the steepest rise in velocity as a function of y/R 
for small values of y/R. Figure 6 4 shows that similar trends 
also exist at the 160 Flow Condition.
Since the values of velocity in the liquid layer are 
usually much smaller than the velocity in the gas core, 
liquid velocities on an expanded scale have been plotted in 
Figures 65 and 6 6 for Flow Conditions 460 and 160, respec­
tively, using For small values of y/R, no distinction
could be made between the linear-ln and In-ln models or be­
tween the In-parabolic and In-cos models. All the models 
are in fair agreement with the exception of the In-ln (para­
bolic) model which shows a much sharper rise in velocity for 
values of y/R less than 6 .
In general, for the flow conditions in this study, 
the In-ln and In-parabolic models show the best correlation
with experimental values of maximum velocity. In addition,
the shape of these velocity profiles are in reasonable agree-
54ment with the published values of Cousins and Hewitt.
Blockage Factors 
Another factor which can be used to describe the flow 
pattern in two-phase flow is a blockage factor. In general, 
a blockage factor will be described as the blockage of the 
gas core region by the liquid. Smith^^'^^ used a "correc­
tion factor", which represented the ratio of the effective 
gas flow area to the total flow area available for the en­
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Figure 66. Liquid Velocity Profiles for All Models at Flow
Condition 160 Using 6.ave'
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air-water system. This correction factor was applied to 
critical two-phase flow using hydrogen and nitrogen with 
good success.Sullivan^^ and Wallis and Sullivan^^ have 
also used a geometric blockage factor to modify separated 
flow theory equations with good success in describing gas- 
liquid nozzle flow.
In addition to a geometric blockage factor, a blockage 
based on mass flow has been implied by Wallis^^ in the cal­
culation of an average core density as well as in calculat­
ing an interfacial shear stress. In both cases Wallis modi­
fies normal separated flow expressions by the equivalent of 
a mass blockage factor in the form of mg/m̂ ,, where m̂ , is the
core mass flow rate and ihg is the gas mass flow rate. As a
result, both geometric and mass blockage factors for use in 
modifying separated two-phase flow expressions will be in­
vestigated for the flow conditions of this study.
First, consider blockage factors due to geometry. 
Defining the blockage factor as the ratio of the gas flow 




is the cross sectional area of the flow tube
Ag is the cross sectional area of the liquid film on
the wall
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is the total cross sectional area of the droplets
is the total cross sectional area of the wave tips
that extend into the gas core region 
Physically, - Ag represents the gas core region, Ag^. In 
this blockage factor model of two-phase flow it is assumed
that the gas flow does not have time to expand and complete­
ly fill the areas between the actual liquid film boundary 
and &ave' thus creating areas of backflow and re-circulation. 
It should also be noted that A^ is accounted for in Ag as 
well as subtracted from Ag^, thus appearing to give a double 
count to the tips of the waves extending inside the gas core 
region. This method of calculation is justified by viewing 
this portion of the waves as causing a sudden, abrupt change 
in the gas flow area and similar to a "vena contracta" ef­
fect, making an even smaller cross sectional area available 




= 1 - ^  , (46)gc
where Â ĵ is the combination of wave and droplet area. Thus, 
this blockage factor should reflect the wave and droplet 
combination area as tabulated in Table VI and shown in Fig­
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for each of the flow rates. It was noticed that the scatter 
around a single best fit curve for all flow rates was ap­
proximately the same as the scatter of for all slides at 
a given flow condition. As a result, a single, average curve 
will be used to summarize the area blockage factor as shown 
in Figure 6 8 .
Another geometric blockage factor can be calculated 
based on a volume blockage due to the liquid. Defining this 
blockage factor as the ratio of the gas flow volume to the 
total flow volume in the control volume region, can be
expressed as follows:
_ Vf - Vd - V* . (47)
V --------r
represents the control volume defined as the height of 
the illuminated slit times the flow tube cross sectional area, 
and represent the volume blockage due to the droplet 
and waves respectively. The blockage volume of the droplets 
was calculated as a wake in the form of a cone having a cir­
cular base with an area equal to the cross sectional area of 
each droplet. The height of the cone was chosen to be five 
times the equivalent droplet diameter, but not exceeding 0.3 
inches, although an assumed height ranging from three to ten 
times the equivalent diameter would be considered just as
reasonable. Thus the volume blockage for each droplet was
calculated by , h tabh
= &a 3 = -12- -
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Figure 68. Average Value of the Area Blockage Factor as a Function 
o f Quality.
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The volume blockage due to the waves was calculated 
by taking the wave blockage area, A^, times the height of 
the control volume, 0.3 inches. Figure 69 shows the volume 
blockage factor as a function of quality, using an average 
value of from all four gas flow rates. It should be 
noted that as the droplets grow larger and the cones become 
more like cylinders, or if the height of the cone is chosen 
to be ten to twenty times the equivalent droplet diameter, 
the values of should approach B^.
Figures 70 and 71 show the effect on B^ and B^, re­
spectively, when the blockage due to the waves is neglected 
and only the blockage due to the droplets in the core is 
considered.
Additional blockage factors can be calculated based 
on mass flow and defined in general as
B = ^  . (48)me
Assuming a constant, but different, velocity profile in 
both the liquid and gas regions as shown in Figure 72, 
equation (48) can be written as
xm^
= s - = V  <«)
where m^ is the total mass flow, x is the quality, and 
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Figure 71. A Comparison o f Volume Blockage 
Waves.







Figure 72. A Sketch o f the S im p lified  Flow Pattern
Assumed fo r  Mass Blockage Factors B] and Bg.
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From a mass balance of the liquid layer on the wall.
rfir = PfAaVf^yg (50)
where is the average liquid velocity in the liquid
film. Now using a total mass balance for the liquid in the 
tube and assuming constant liquid velocity throughout the 
two-phase mixture yields :
*f = PfVfg^g(At - Ag + Ad) (51)
where Ag is the cross sectional area of the gas flow. 
Therefore :
^ ^ ^ (1 - x)mt (52)
fave Pf(At “ Ag + Ad) Pf(At “ Ag + Ad)
Substituting equation (52) into equation (50) and substitut­
ing equation (50) into equation (49), the blockage factor 
may be expressed as:
xm^
® 1  = 1  [- (l-x)mt ~ ~ Y  (S3)




Notice that the area of the waves influences this blockage 
factor only through A^, the cross sectional area of an equi­
valent liquid layer on the wall. Values of are plotted 
as functions of quality for all four gas flow rates in Fig­
ure 73. Again it was noticed that a best fit curve through
an average value of at all the flow rates for a given 
quality was a reasonable representation of the data. These 
average points are represented in Figure 74.
Another form of the mass blockage factor can be de­
termined if the mass flow in the core is described as:
Ac - Mgagt i\vave ^droplets 
™c = PgVgave
or
Again, using equation (52) as an expression of the average 
liquid velocity, and using
Ag = xA^ ,
the blockage factor can be written as :
xma.B2 = ---------------^
xAt + pf{A^+A^)
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Average Value o f the Mass Blockage Factor as a 
Function o f Q uality.
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When the form of B2 is compared to it is noticed that 
the combination of the wave and droplet blockage areas is 
used directly in equation (57). Figure 75 shows how B2 
varies with quality when an average value of B2 from all 
flow rates is calculated.
Using the general definition of the mass blockage 
factor as expressed in equation (48) and recalling that 
only liquid flows in the 6 film thickness on the wall of 
the tube, the blockage factor can be written as :
m
B = ----------- 2 _ _ --------- . (58)
“̂ t  -  f  v % r d r
R-6
Using this expression, mass blockage factors corresponding 
to some of the two-phase velocity profiles can be deter­
mined. For the In-parabolic model and using given by 
equation (13), the blockage factor becomes:
X
B3 = -----------------   p--------------- —  • (59)
1 + - - \ + n ( l - f
mtf'-
Figures 76 and 77 show the variation of B3 with quality for 
all flow rates using and 6 ^ respectively.
In a similar fashion the blockage factor for the In­
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Figure 75. Average Value o f the Mass Blockage Factor 82 as a 
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Figure 76. Mass Blockage Factor 83 From the Ln-Parabolic Model as a
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Figure 77. Mass Blockage Factor Bg From the Ln-Parabolic Model as a
Function of Quality Using 5p.
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=
1 - 2 irp£R Umax-b/^ihtPrnA]_
(60)
§ln/0 ' - 2
Using a limiting value of one for the value of the blockage 
factor, an average value of B4 from all flow rates are shown 
in Figure 78 for both and 6 -̂.
For the linear-ln model, with given by equation 
(26), the blockage factor becomes:
B5 =
1 - 2 ttp£R Umax-c-^2
mt^r (t-^)
(61)
Likewise for the In-cos model, using V% given by equation 
(32), the blockage factor becomes:
Be =
1 - tt̂ PjjR2 u
(62)
max-d aln\/0' + nil
Figures 79 and 80 compare B3 , B4 , Bg and Bg using and
respectively. The values of blockage factor from the 
linear-ln and In-ln models are approximately equal, as are . 
the values of blockage factor from the In-parabolic and In- 
cos models. Figure 81 compares the values of B^ and B2 , 
assuming average velocities in each phase, to Bg and B4 , 
which use velocity profiles that vary with radial position 
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Figure 79. A Comparison o f the Mass Blockage Factors from the 
V e locity  P ro file  Models Using 5ave-
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Figure 80. A Comparison o f the Mass Blockage Factors From the 
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Figure 81. A Comparison o f Mass Blockage Factors B] and 82 to Mass 
Blockage Factors from the Ln-Parabolic and Ln-Ln Models 
Using <5gy0.
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using the In-parabolic model were lower than the other mass 
blockage factor values, there was reasonable agreement be­
tween B3 and B2 above 45% quality. Likewise for the In-ln 
model blockage factor and mass blockage factor B]_; there 
was excellent agreement at qualities greater than 45%.
An obvious application of the mass blockage factor 
is to obtain a value of the core density, p^, by modifying 
the gas density as follows;
Pg
Pc = B •
A more important application of the mass blockage factor can 
be made by modifying either the gas flow area or the gas ve­
locity as predicted by separated two-phase flow models. 
Tables X and XI show the values of Uj^ax-a ^max-b ^^di- 
fied by the mass blockage factors, thus accounting for the 
liquid entrainment in the gas core region. The maximum ve­
locities from both models were scaled as follows:
for both and 5^. A comparison of the experimental
values of the maximum velocity for qualities of 75 to 90% 
with and show that the.difference between the modi­
fied values predicted by the In-parabolic model actually 
increased. However, the values predicted by the In-ln model 
and modified by the mass blockage factor were found to be in
Table X. Comparison of Modified Maximum V eloc ities  from the Ln-Parabolic















Umax - b 
(ft/sec)
180 70.0* .93 75.3 61. 60.9 .985 60.0*
190 66.9 .97 69.0 59. 57.3 .99 56.7
275 89.8 .90 99.8 81. ; 78.5 .98 76.9
290 89.1 .97 91.9 79. 76.2 .99 75.5
375 108.3 .90 120.3 100. 90.0 .98 88.2
390 112.7 .97 116.2 95. 95.8 .99 94.8
475 155.4 .90 172.7 136. 133.9 .98 131.2
490 151.1 .97 155.8 133. 123.6 .99 122.4
totow
*V e loc ity  values fo r  flow  condition 180 were in terpo la ted from flow conditions 160 and 190.
Table X I. Comparison of Modified Maximum V eloc ities  from the Ln-Parabolic

















Umax - b 
(ft/sec)
180 64.0* .87 73.6 61. 56.4 .94 53.0*
190 65.2 .95 68.6 59. 55.7 .96 53.5
275 86.5 .82 105.5 81. • 76.6 .92 70.5
290 86.7 .95 91.3 79. 74.0 .96 71.0
375 106.2 .82 129.5 100. 91.1 .92 83.8
390 110.3 .95 116.1 95. 93.8 .96 90.0
475 152.9 .82 186.5 136. 137.4 .92 126.4
490 149.5 .95 157.4 133. 124.1 .96 119.1
totoa»
Velocity  values fo r  flow condition 180 were in terpo la ted from flow conditions 160 and 190.
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excellent agreement with the experimental data. An addi­
tional application of the mass blockage factor will be dis­
cussed in the next section concerning interfacial shear 
stress values.
In general it is felt that the mass blockage factors 
offer an advantage over the blockage factors which just con­
sider geometry for several reasons. Chiefly, the geometric 
blockage factors cannot reflect the interfacial property or 
the flow pattern as completely as the mass blockage factors 
can due to the dependence of the latter on the velocity pro­
file. When using the geometric blockage factors, empirical 
factors were sometimes inserted just to insure good correla­
tion of the data.^^ The insertion of these empirical fac­
tors indicates that geometry alone is not sufficient to de­
scribe the blockage of the flow pattern. It is felt that 
the mass blockage factors reflect those quantities, namely 
the flow pattern, velocity and interfacial processes, which 
more accurately describe two-phase flow.
Interfacial Shear Stress
One flow factor of considerable interest is the in­
terfacial shear stress. Values of interfacial shear stress 
were calculated for this study as an application of the ve­
locity profiles and the blockage factors in the following 
manner. Using the In-parabolic model with the gas velocity 
profile given in equation (1 2 ), the interfacial shear stress 
can be expressed as:
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au
"i-a = -"g ar r=R- 6  R^(lny? (63)
Figures 82 and 83 show the interfacial shear stress as func­
tions of quality using ^ave *̂r respectively. It is in­
teresting to observe that decreases as the quality in­
creases using this velocity model.
Using equation (20) for the gas velocity, the inter­
facial shear stress as predicted by the In-ln model becomes:
8Uq WgUmax-b
"i-b = ^9 " - nRAi ' (64)
Figures 84 and 85 show interfacial shear stress as functions 
of quality for each flow rate using Save 6 j. respectively.
Now using equations (27) and (33) for the gas velocity 
of the linear-ln model and the In-cos model respectively, 
their predictions of interfacial shear stress are given as:
3%g ^g^max-c* 2
y=5l-C ^g 3y
for the linear-ln velocity profile model, and
(65)
"i-d = -"g ar
9Ua _ ^^g^max-d
r=R-5 " (66)
for the In-cos velocity profile models. Figures 8 6 and 
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Figure 83. In te rfa c ia l Shear Stress vs. Quality fo r  the Ln-Parabolic 
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Figure 86. In te rfa c ia l Shear Stress vs. Quality fo r  the Linear-Ln 
Model Using <Save-
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Figure 87. Interfacial Shear Stress vs. Quality for the Ln-Cosine
Model Using Save*
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rates using ^ave these two velocity models.
Table XII compares values of interfacial shear stress 
from Wallis with values from this study. was calculated
using curves that relate gas and liquid flow rates to a non- 
dimensional pressure term. This non-dimensional pressure 
term is converted into an equivalent pressure and body force 
which is used to calculate an interfacial shear stress as 
follows :
= - °̂ (il + '9̂) , (67,
where D is the diameter of the flow tube, dP/dz is the pres­
sure gradient and pgg is the body force. T2 was calculated 
in a similar way except an equation relating non-dimension 
pressure as a function of the liquid flow rate was used. 
These values of interfacial shear stress are in reasonable
agreement with values of other shear stress models, espe-
6 3cially at high quality values. Flow rates in the Wallis 
model can only be compared with the current study for flow 
rates 3 and 4.
Comparison of and with and T2 show the
values of shear stress from this study to be considerably 
lower. Even though the values of (from the In-ln ve­
locity model) are higher than the values from the In-
parabolic model show the right trend by decreasing in magni­
tude as the amount of liquid increases.
Table X II. Comparison of Literature Values of Interfacial 
Shear Stress to Values Calculated Using the 
Ln - Parabolic Model and the Ln - Ln Model.


















330 .400 .350 .0022 .0046 .0020 .0050 .0036 .0053 .0020 .0050
345 .090 .210 .0020 .0031 .0019 .0035 .0037 .0044 .0019 .0035
360 .058 .103 .0017 .0021 .0016 .0023 .0046 .0051 .0016 .0023
375 .058 .085 .0016 .0018 .0016 .0019 .0052 .0054 .0016 .0019
390 .030 .100 .0017 .0017 .0017 .0018 .0048 .0048 .0017 .0018
415 .213 .227 .0029 .0097 .0028 .0112 .0049 .0123 .0028 .0112
430 .163 .190 .0027 .0056 .0025 .0063 .0053 .0078 .0025 .0063
445 .120 .140 .0025 .0038 .0024 .0044 .0061 .0072 .0024 .0044
460 .090 .120 .0025 .0031 .0023 .0033 .0060 .0067 .0023 .0033
475 .060 .123 .0024 .0027 .0023 .0028 .0064 .0066 .0023 .0028
490 .023 .090 .0023 .0023 .0022 .0023 .0076 .0076 .0022 .0023
t \ j(jj
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64Wallis has suggested that the effects of liquid 
entrainment can be taken into account by modifying the inter­
facial shear stress equation by the ratio of the mass of the 
gas to the total mass in the core region. This corresponds 
to the mass blockage factors of this current study. As a 
result, the values of interfacial shear stress can be modi­
fied as follows:
These results are also tabulated in Table XII. Again,they 
are less than t  ̂and T^ with values of T^ being in closest 
agreement. It should be noted that not only does the block­
age factor correction give results in closer agreement with 
the Wallis model but T^ now shows the correct trend with 
higher values of interfacial shear stress at flow conditions 
having low quality, and decreasing as the amount of liquid 
decreases.
The reason for the differences in interfacial shear 
stress can be attributed to several factors. First, the 
boundary condition of equating interfacial shear stresses 
of the gas and the liquid has not been physically verified. 
Secondly, both the velocity profile and the blockage factors 
have been calculated using an integral, or averaging ap­
proach. Therefore, while these parameters may be reasonable 
in describing the flow pattern throughout the whole region.
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they will not necessarily be accurate at any single point.
It should be remembered that velocity profiles and 
blockage factors can be obtained when either calculated or 
experimental values of interfacial shear stress are avail­
able by using a technique described earlier. In this ap­
proach, the equating of the interfacial shear stresses at 
the liquid-gas boundary is replaced by the constraint of a 
known shear stress at the boundary as shown by equation (35)
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This study has dealt with both the experimental and 
analytical aspects of axial photography as applied to two- 
phase flow. The first stage of this study concentrated on 
droplet and flow pattern data collection. The photographic 
technique used is considered new and novel as applied to drop­
let measurement and no data of this exact nature is available 
except for the work of Gass^^ which was restricted to a much 
smaller range of flow rates and qualities. Hewitt and Hall- 
Taylor^^ state that photography is the most advantageous 
method of studying droplets, their distribution and their 
flow. This technique eliminates the disturbance that comes 
from inserting a probe into the flow stream. This is es­
pecially critical in two-phase flow since the presence of a 
probe can cause coalescence of the liquid phase.
In this study photographic data was taken to record 
droplet size, position and number over a wide range of quali­
ties, from approximately 15 to 90%, and at four different gas 
flow rates. Using this data it is possible to' realize more
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completely the physical model of two-phase flow since each 
of the droplet variables were presented as a function of 
qualities for each of the flow rates. In addition to size, 
position and number of droplets, this study showed from a 
ratio of the major and' minor axes that small droplets tend 
to be spherical while larger droplets are more elliptical in 
shape. Data also showed that the droplets were about evenly 
distributed across the gas core region based on constant area 
increments.
This study also yielded data on the thickness of the 
liquid film layer on the wall over a wide range of qualities 
at all four gas flow rates. Again, the photographic tech­
nique offers an advantage over many probe sampling techniques 
as film thickness measurements should be sensitive to any 
disturbance of the gas or liquid phase. The results of film 
thickness from this study are in reasonable agreement with 
film thicknesses reported in literature for similar condi­
tions, especially at high quality flows.
Photographs and data from this study also confirmed 
the exchange of liquid between the film on the wall and the 
droplets in the core region. This resulted in considering 
single combined geometrical blockage factor for the tips of 
waves extending into the gas core region as well as the drop­
lets in the gas core region. This geometrical blockage fac­
tor was found to be primarily a function of quality for the
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range of gas flow rates studied. These geometrical blockage 
factors were calculated on both an area basis and on a volume 
basis, taking into account wakes behind both the droplets and 
the waves.
The concept of the blockage factor was then extended 
to a blockage factor based on the ratio of the mass flow of 
gas in the core to the total mass flow in core. The mass 
blockage factor takes into account the velocity and density 
as well as the area of each phase. As a result, this block­
age factor is considered to be more indicative of the inter­
facial processes and the flow pattern of the two-phase mix­
ture than the geometrical blockage factor. Assuming constant 
velocities in each phase while using droplet, film thickness 
and wave measurements, mass blockage factors based on experi­
mental data were calculated and shown to be a strong function 
of quality, while approximately independent of the gas flow 
rate for the range of flow conditions in this study.
The second stage of this study was involved with ana­
lytical modeling of two-phase flow using the photographic 
data. First, several different velocity profile models based 
on separated flow were solved by using two different tech­
niques. The first technique used four boundary conditions in 
addition to a mass balance on the gas phase to determine the 
velocity profiles and the maximum velocity. The second 
technique used only three boundary conditions but added an
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additional constraint by specifying the shear stress at the 
interface of the gas and the liquid as well as the mass bal­
ance on the gas phase. This second technique allows a flow 
pattern to be established which would be in keeping with 
interfacial processes and the droplet, wave and film thick­
ness data.
Experimental values of maximum velocity obtained for 
flow conditions at high qualities agreed reasonably well with 
the values predicted by the In-parabolic velocity model but 
were in even closer agreement with the values predicted by 
the In-ln velocity model.
The analysis section of this study also extended the 
velocity profile models for use in the mass blockage factor. 
Used with the velocity profiles, the blockage factor now re­
flects the flow pattern as well as the geometry. Values of 
mass blockage factor were calculated for each of the velocity 
profile models and presented as functions of quality for 
the range of gas flows used in this study. In using these 
values of mass blockage factors to modify the maximum velo­
city values obtained from separated flow equations for flow 
conditions with qualities of 7 5 to 9 0%, excellent agreement 
was found between the In-ln model and the experimental data 
for all flow rates.
Application of both the velocity profile models and 
the mass blockage factors were used in the evaluation of the
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interfacial shear stress expressions for each of the velocity 
models. Although the values of shear stress from this study 
were lower than the values obtained from other models in lit­
erature, modification of the predicted shear stresses by the 
blockage factors not only brought the magnitude of these 
shear stresses into closer agreement but also corrected the 
trend of the interfacial shear stresses so they were in keep­
ing with other shear stress models. Thus, the mass blockage 
factor was established as an important parameter for extend­
ing the concept of separated two-phase flow models by taking 
into account the liquid entrainment in the core region and 
the variation in the velocities of both phases as well as 
other interfacial processes.
In view of the results of this study, and with further 
development, axial photography may become a predominant 
method for measuring and recording two-phase flow data.
Recommendations For Future Research
Research invariably raises more questions and intro­
duces areas of interest that lead to further study. Such 
has been the case with this study as the following list of 
items will indicate.
1. A study should be made on how many slides at 
a given flow condition constitutes a valid 
data sample. Included in this work could 
be a study on the reproducibility of two-phase
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data using the axial photographic technique, 
comparing the results to similar tests using 
some of the probe techniques,
2. A study on the size of the lighted opening 
should be undertaken, including changing the slit 
size as well as the lighting technique.
3. Expand the use of axial photography to include 
movies. Data taken from successive frames of a
movie may be useful in establishing the number
of photographs needed for a valid sample at a 
given flow rate.
4. Expand the range of gas flow rates.
5. Look for a quicker and less tedious method for
determining droplet size, position and number.
It is thought that a photograph could be digitized 
and displayed on a computer terminal screen. Be­
cause of the judgment needed to select droplets 
and waves based on focus and color as well as 
brightness, all human participation may not be 
eliminated but the time for the calculation of 
wave and droplets areas, position and number as 
well as geometrical blockage factors could be 
greatly reduced.
6. Using other techniques, such as pressure measure­
ments, obtain reliable values of interfacial shear
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stresses and calculate velocity profile models 
and their corresponding blockage factors. Compare 
the shapes and values of these profile factors 
with the results from this study.
7. Continue to extend the use of the droplet, wave
and film thickness data from this study to other
existing two-phase flow models and then compare 
these new results to existing results.
8. Study the effect that disturbances due to geomet­
ric restrictions in the flow stream have on size, 
position, number and distribution of droplets 
and waves.
The author sees each of these items as challenging 
areas for additional study and plans to be involved with many 
of these in the immediate future.
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The following page shows a sample of the computer 
output describing the droplet data profile as calculated 
for each slide. The information includes droplet size and 
position and the liquid film thickness corresponding to 
the tracings as well as the scaled-down sizes which refer 
to the actual dimensions of the flow tube. In addition, 
the droplet and wave areas and volumes are also shown along 
with values of the blockage factor for this particular 
slide. The dimensions are given in inches, the areas are 
given in square inches, the volumes are given in cubic 
inches and the blockage factors are dimensionless.
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